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1. Start by soldering the 10K trimmer at TM1  
2. Then solder the 2x5 pin power header in place – Note: orientation is vital: the notch in 

the header body must face the outside edge of the PCB (see image below) 
3. Next solder the Vactrol (optocoupler) – Note: orientation is vital: the dot on PCB 

silkscreen should be closest to the dot on the vactrol body. Note also that on one side of 
the Vactrol the leads are further apart. This end of the vactrol is positioned closest to the 
power header. 

4. Now it’s time to solder the two transistors in place (GT402, 1T308) – Note: transistor 
orientation is vital and not intuitive: make sure each leg goes to the right hole following 
the guide below. The e, c and b legs for each transistor must match the PCB silkscreen.  

10K Trimmer 

Vactrol 

GT402 1T308 
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5. Next, turn the PCB over and place but don’t solder yet the 4x pots and 3x jack sockets. 
Note the pots are all different values – see below for correct placement. When all parts 
have been placed, fit on the front panel and screw nuts/washers onto all the pots and nuts 
onto the jacks to hold everything in place. Then turn over and solder all pins. 

Gain 
B100K 

Volume 
A500K 

Feedback 
B1M 

Fuzz 
B10K 
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6. Now you can attach the knobs and power cable. Note: (the large knob will be a different 
style from the image below) 

You can now affix the power cable and power the module 
on. You should use a small Philips screwdriver to calibrate 
the module via the blue trimmer.  
 
The best advice from TouellSkouarn is to just trim by ear, 
we have found if you have the input and output knobs set 
to midnight and then trim so the feedback knob squeal 
(resonant self-oscillation) starts to happen sometime 
around 1 - 2 o’clock then you have a good range of 
possibilities… but there is not really a ‘right or wrong’ 
setting for the trimmer.  
 
If you want to follow the official ‘factory’ default from 
Touellskouarn then with the module powered on, set your 
multimeter to read DC voltage. Put the Black or COM probe 
on a ground point and the Red voltage probe on the ‘TP1’ 
pad. To start turn the trimmer until the DC voltage is 
showing approximately -5V to -7V. Not trimming the 
module will not damage it, but these values are a good 
starting point for use, the trimmer can alter the sound quite 
radically in interesting ways though so exploration is 
encouraged. If it sounds good, it’s good ! ☺ 


